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1 |  INTRODUCTION

Machine reading comprehension refers to a machine's abil-
ity to understand a given context and determine the correct 
answer to a question in the context of question‐answering 
applications. For example, machine reading comprehension 
should be able to understand the context “2004년 건조기 시
장에… 의류 건조기 중 LG전자는 점유율 77.4%로 1위를 
차지했다. (Machine dryer market in 2004 … LG Electronics 
ranked first with 77.4% of clothes dryers.)” and determine 

the correct answer output “LG 전자 (LG Electronics)” in 
the context of a question like “국내 건조기 시장 점유율 1
위 누구야? (Who is number 1 in the Korean dryer market 
share?)”.

Machine reading comprehension has been performed on 
datasets, such as SQuAD of Stanford, bAbi of Facebook, and 
MS‐MARCO of Microsoft [1‒3]. Deep‐learning models, 
such as DrQA, fastQA, R‐Net, AoA reader, bidirectional flow 
(BiDAF), and Match‐LSTM [4‒9], are currently the focus 
of research. These deep‐learning models perform encoding 
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and matching of a given context and question, and they use a 
pointer network model [10] based on an attention mechanism 
[11] to generate boundary indices (start and end positions) of 
the correct answer.

The self‐matching network used in R‐Net has a similar 
effect to coreference resolution because the self‐matching 
network can obtain contextual information of a similar mean-
ing by calculating the attention weight for its own recurrent 
neural network (RNN) sequence.

A simple recurrent unit (SRU) is a model that solves the 
vanishing gradient problem in RNNs by using a neural gate, 
such as a gated recurrent unit (GRU) [12] or long short‐term 
memory (LSTM) [13]. SRU simplifies the calculation pro-
cess of memory cells compared to GRU and LSTM by elim-
inating previous hidden states from the gate input; moreover, 
it performs parallelization and CUDA‐level optimization to 
show a similar speed to that of a convolutional neural net-
work (CNN), and is 5−10 times faster than LSTM optimized 
for the CUDA deep neural network library. Moreover, SRU 
includes a highway network to improve the performance 
when stacking multilayers [14].

In this paper, we construct a dataset for Korean machine read-
ing comprehension and propose an SRU‐based self‐matching 
network (S2‐Net) to the encoder RNN using multilayer SRU. To 
summarize, the main contributions of our model are

1. Model combination and performance enhancement: Our 
model is based on DrQA and fastQA, and it performs 
additional feature extraction on the question input se-
quence. We model hidden states by adding alignment 
weights between words with similar meanings by ap-
plying a self‐matching network. Our model shows better 
performance than DrQA for the Korean dataset and 
SQuAD dataset in Chapter 6.

2. SRU application for speed improvement: The deep‐learn-
ing model requires more computation as the depth of the 
network increases. We apply SRU to improve the training 
and testing operation speed of S2‐Net, a more complex 
model than DrQA or fastQA.

3. Korean dataset construction and model application: In 
this paper, we show Korean in the SQuAD style, such as 
the MindsMRC dataset. We also show the performance 
for the Korean and SQuAD datasets using S2‐Net.

2 |  SIMPLE RECURRENT UNIT

SRU is a new recurrent unit model that solves the vanishing 
(or exploding) gradient problem caused by backpropagation of 
RNNs with a neural gate, such as GRU and LSTM, and im-
proves the speed by removing the previous hidden state from 
the gate input [14]. SRU uses an input gate it, forget gate ft, reset 
gate rt, and highway network. The equation is as follows. 

 

 

 

 

 

The input gate it determines whether to reflect the input in-
formation by performing element‐wise multiplication with x̃t, 
and the forget gate ft determines whether to reflect the previous 
internal state information by performing element‐wise multi-
plication with ct−1. x̃t is the result of linearly transforming input 
xt by weight Wf, where it is it = 1 − ft given by (2) and ft is the 
result of performing a feed‐forward neural network (FFNN) on 
input xt and applying the sigmoid function. The forget gate of 
the existing RNN models (GRU, LSTM) includes the previous 
hidden state Rht−1 as ft = σ(Wrxt + Rht−1 + bt). In contrast, SRU 
applies FFNN to the gate calculation to reduce the amount of 
computation and enable parallel computation. ct is an internal 
state that controls the information transfer from the input xt and 
the previous internal state ct−1, and applies the activation func-
tion g(·) to produce the output of the internal state. The hidden 
state ht is the result of executing the highway network for the in-
ternal state output and the input xt. In this case, the internal state 
output g(ct) determines the extent to which the internal state 
output is reflected in the hidden state by performing element‐
wise multiplication with reset gate rt. The input xt is calculated 
using (1−rt) and element‐wise multiplication to determine 
whether to reflect the input xt. Figure 1 shows the SRU.

3 | KOREAN READING 
COMPREHENSION WITH SRU‐BASED 
SELF‐MATCHING NETWORKS (S2‐NET)

To perform machine reading comprehension, each model 
is provided a dataset composed of questions (Q), pas-
sages (P), and answers (Y). Each question has m words as 
Q = {q1, q2, …, qm}, and each passage consists of n words 

(1)x̃t =Wxt,

(2)it = (1− ft),

(3)ft =�(Wf xt +bt),

(4)rt =�(Wrxt +br),

(5)ct = ft ⊙ct−1+ it ⊙ x̃t,

(6)ht = rt ⊙g(ct)+ (1−rt)⊙xt.

F I G U R E  1  Simple recurrent unit
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as P = {p1, p2, …, pn}. S2‐Net encodes the question and pas-
sage to vector representation, and the pointer network out-
puts a start boundary y1(Pstart) and end boundary y2(Pend).

In this paper, we use S2‐Net to perform Korean machine 
reading comprehension, and the S2‐Net model is shown in 
Figure 2. S2‐Net performs feature embedding for paragraphs 
and questions in the feature layer, and performs paragraph 
encoding and question encoding in the hidden layer. Self‐at-
tention is applied to a paragraph encoder vector in the self‐
matching layer, and the modeling layer models the paragraph 
encoder vector. Then, output layer points to the answer. The 
formula for the feature layer is as follows. 

 

 p̃t and q̃t are the input feature vectors with word embed-
ding, and the extracted features are as follows (q̃t is given as 
the input instead of p̃t in the case of a question).

• Word embedding: femb(pt) = E(pt)
• Character embedding: fc_emb(pt) = CNN(pt)
• Exact match: fexact_match(pt)= �(pt ∈Q)

• Token feature: ftf(pt) = TF(pt)/T
• Aligned sentence embedding:

The embedding layer E(pt) is responsible for mapping 
each word to its corresponding n‐dimensional representa-
tion. We used a word‐embedding method that uses 2‐year 
news articles of approximately 100,000 words learned from 
the neural network language model (NNLM) [15]. In this 
paper, we use a CNN [16] CNN(pt) for character embed-
ding CNN(pt), which sets an arbitrary initial value. The 
character embeddinglayer maps each word to a high‐di-
mensional vector space. Each character in a word is em-
bedded into vectors using n‐size filters, and each output 
is max‐pooled to obtain a fixed‐size vector for each word. 
The exact match feature [4,5] is a binary feature (1 or 0), 
which verifies that word pt in the paragraph is included in 
the question, and each word of the paragraph and the ques-
tion consists of “morpheme/POS tag”. The token feature 
normalizes the frequency of each word (TF(pt)/T, where T 
is the length of each sequence for the question or passage). 
The aligned sentence embedding calculates a matching 
context vector that is multiplied by both the context en-
coder vector and an alignment score for the paragraph and 

(7)p̃t =
[
femb(pt); fc_emb(pt); fexact_match(pt); ftf(pt);falign(pt)

]
,

(8)q̃t =
[
femb(qt); fc_emb(qt); fexact_match(qt); ftf(qt);falign(qt)

]
,

falign(pt)=
∑

i

at,iE(qi),

at,i =
exp (�(E(pt)) ⋅�(E(qi)))∑

j exp �(E(pt)) ⋅�(E(qj)))
.

F I G U R E  2  SRU‐based self‐matching network (S2‐Net) architecture
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question representation. We use a single dense layer α(.) 
with ReLU nonlinearity. The layer is applied to the output 
of the word‐embedding layer.

Our model makes uQ
t  by encoding the question feature vec-

tor q̃t. To use uQ
t  in the output layer, we apply attention mech-

anism on the encoding hidden state uQ
t . The hidden states of 

the question sentence to create an alignment vector bj, and we 
compute the question vector q used for both the hidden state 
of the question sentence and the alignment vector bj as in the 
following formula. w is a weight vector to learn. 

 

The hidden layer that performs paragraph encoding con-
sists of bidirectional SRU (BiSRU), and the formula is as fol-
lows, where uP

t
 is the hidden state encoded for the paragraph 

input hidden state p̃t. 

uP
t
 is used as an input to the modeling layer hP

t
, and is 

concatenated with the context vector Ct of the self‐matching 
layer, such as [uP

t
;ct]

∗, to encode. [uP
t
;ct]

∗ is the gated atten-
tion‐based recurrent network (R‐Net), which performs the el-
ement‐wise product for [uP

t
;ct] and gt, which is the nonlinear 

gate layer with the sigmoid function applied. The formula for 
the modeling layer hP

t
 is as follows. 

 

 

The self‐matching layer based on self‐matching attention 
makes context vector ct from the whole passage for words 
in passage. The alignment score is calculated by assigning a 
given sequence as the input (that is, itself) and adjusts the at-
tention weight by calculating a high alignment score between 
similar hidden states in the input sequence. 

 

 

S2‐Net computes the query vector q and hP
t
, which is cre-

ated on the modeling layer, as a bilinear sequence attention, 
and determines the correct answer location for the question 
in the paragraph. At this time, the output result is the position 
of the start (Pstart) and end (Pend) of the answer span, Ws is a 
weight matrix for the start position, and We is a weight matrix 
for the end position, as follows. 

4 |  COMPARISON WITH RELATED 
NETWORKS

Existing studies to solve machine reading comprehension 
include the pointer networks based on the attention mecha-
nism, and there are models such as DrQA, fastQA, R‐Net, 
and BiDAF. The proposed S2‐Net improves the learning 
speed and performance for machine reading comprehen-
sion by using multiple layers of SRU in the encoder RNN, 
and we add character (or syllable) representation, some 
features for the question sentence, and the self‐matching 
layer of R‐Net to our model.

4.1 | FastQA
FastQA is simply composed of an embedding layer, encoder 
RNN, and answer layer. In the embedding layer, word rep-
resentations and a highway network are applied to the input 
sequence, and an exact match for each word and aligned sen-
tence representation for question features are extracted and 
concatenated. In this study, we perform encoding based on 
SRU in hidden layers. The SRU includes the highway net-
work; thus, there is no need for an additional highway layer, 
and more layers can be stacked because of the small amount 
of computation.

The encoder RNN of FastQA uses bidirectional LSTM 
and shares the weight matrix of the question and paragraph. 
Thereafter, FFNN is performed, where the weight matrix is 
applied independently to the question and paragraph vectors. 
In this study, question and paragraph matching are performed 
by extracting both the question and paragraph for the aligned 
sentence representation feature rather than sharing them 
when encoding the vector of the question and the paragraph. 
Finally, in the answer layer, FastQA constructs a question 
vector q, as in this paper, and it applies the ReLU‐based two‐
layer FFNN with the paragraph‐encoding vector to output the 
beginning and end of the answer. In this study, we calculate 
the question vector q and the modeling vector hP

t
 as bilinear 

sequence attention without the ReLU‐based two‐layer FFNN.

(9)q=
∑

j
bjqj,

(10)bj =
exp (w ⋅qj)

∑
j� exp (w ⋅qj� )bj

=
exp (w ⋅qj)

∑
j� exp (w ⋅qj�)

.

(11)uP
t
=BiSRUP(uP

t−1
, p̃t).

(12)hP
t
=BiSRU(hP

t−1
,[uP

t
;ct]

∗
),

(13)gt = sigmoid(Wa[uP
t
;ct]),

(14)[uP
t
;ct]

∗ =gt ⊙ [uP
t
;ct].

(15)st,j =uP
t
WP

v
uP

j
,

(16)�t,i =
exp (st,i)

∑n

j=1
exp (st,j)

,

(17)c
t
=

n∑

i=1

a
t,i

u
P

i
.

(18)Pstart(t) ∝ exp (hP
t
Wsq).
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4.2 | DrQA
DrQA consists of a document‐retriever module for finding 
documents related to a question on the web and a document‐
reader module that performs machine reading comprehen-
sion to determine the correct answer to the question from the 
documents found.

Encoder RNN of DrQA is composed of bidirectional 
GRU. In this study, we apply the SRU, which has a greater 
learning speed and higher performance as the layers, in-
cluding the highway network, are stacked. DrQA does not 
include the self‐matching layer, does not use character rep-
resentation, and uses the feature vector p̃t composed of word 
representation, exact match, token features, and aligned 
question representation. Here, the additional token features 
used are not only TF(pt) but also the part‐of‐speech (POS) 
information POS(pt) and the named‐entity information 
NER(pt). In this paper, we did not use any additional fea-
tures for NER and POS tag information because the input 
word is a morpheme/POS tag. The token feature is defined 
below. 

The layer after the paragraph encoding uses the same 
method in this study (DrQA), with the exception of the 
self‐matching layer. The input of the function to calculate 
the output result is given by the paragraphs feature embed-
ding pt instead of the encoding of the modeling layer hP

t
 of 

this study. 

 

4.3 | R‐Net

R‐Net matches the question and paragraph in a gated at-
tention‐based matching layer to create a paragraph rep-
resentation containing the meaning of the question and 
calculates an alignment score for the matched paragraph 
representation based on a self‐matching attention mecha-
nism. Then, it outputs a result by multiplying the align-
ment score with an encoded hidden state. In the case of 
R‐Net, word and character representation is used as de-
scribed in this paper, but instead of the aligned sentence 
representation, the attention weight is calculated in the 
question‐paragraph matching layer and applied to a hidden 
state to perform the modeling for the hidden state. R‐Net 
models the question encoding as self‐attention and obtains 
the probability distribution of the attention scores of the 
output results along with the paragraph encoding when 
calculating the answer attention weights by pointer net-
works in the output layer. R‐Net applies the concatenation 

score to all attention mechanisms, but unlike the attention 
score method of R‐Net, this study uses pointer networks 
based on bilinear sequence attention to output the position 
of the answer boundary.

4.4 | BiDAF
BiDAF is a six‐layer hierarchical process model based on 
a bidirectional attention‐flow mechanism. The bidirectional 
attention flow refers to Query2Context H̃=

∑
bH∈ℝ

2d×T 
and Context2Query Ũ=

∑
aU∈ℝ

2d×T [8]. Here, H is the 
hidden state from the context word vectors and U is hidden 
state from query word vectors. When calculating the align-
ment score, Query2Context H̃ and Context2Query Ũ are cal-
culated together with the paragraph encoding H using β(·) 
to create the attention weight G. Then, bidirectional RNN is 
performed by inputting G at the modeling layer to produce a 
new encoding M. 

 

where β(·) is a trainable vector function, such as FFNN after 
concatenation of inputs [8].

The calculated G and encoded M are concatenated to each 
other at the output layer to output the answer to the question, 
and the concatenated hidden state is calculated with the linear 
attention weight to obtain the start (Pstart) and end (Pend) of 
the answer. 

 

In this study, unlike the bidirectional attention‐flow mech-
anism of BiDAF, we create a paragraph‐encoding vector uP

t
 

using the aligned sentence representation feature, which is 
modeled in the self‐matching layer to make hP

t
 the input uP

t

, and bilinear sequence attention is performed in the output 
layer.

5 |  KOREAN MACHINE READING 
COMPREHENSION DATASET

The dataset of Korean machine reading comprehension con-
sists of paragraphs and question‐answer pairs collected from 
the news and Wikipedia for entertainment and the general 
domain, and follows a format similar to the SQuAD dataset, 
as shown in Figure 3.

The dataset (MindsMRC dataset) structure of the Korean 
machine reading comprehension is based on JSON. In 

(19)ftoken(pt) = (POS(pt), NER(pt), TF(pt)).

(20)Pstart(t) ∝ exp (ptWsq),

(21)Pend(t) ∝ exp (ptWeq).

(22)G:t = 𝛽(H:t,Ũ:t,H̃:t),

(23)M:t = BiRNN(G:t),

(24)Pstart = softmax
(

wT
(Pstart)

[G;M]
)

,

(25)Pend = softmax
(

wT
(Pend)

[G;M]
)

.
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Figure 3, “set” is the key that contains the entire dataset; 
“data” is the list containing all the data in the current data-
set; and “paragraphs” is the list of paragraphs, questions, 
and answers corresponding to the title of the document. 
“Context_original” is the raw text collected from the news or 
Wikipedia, “dp” is a list containing the dependency‐parsing 
results of the text corresponding to context_original, “qas” is 
a list containing the question and answer information of the 
document, and “context” is a list containing the morpheme 
information corresponding to the raw text. The qas is com-
posed of the “question” and “answer” information of the 
document. It includes the questions, including the morpheme 
result of the raw question text, and the answer key, includ-
ing information corresponding to the question. The answer 
to the question is an answer that consists of answer_start and 
answer_end, which are the beginning and end index informa-
tion, respectively, of the answer in the document. An exam-
ple of the Korean machine reading comprehension dataset is 
presented in Table 1.

Table 1 lists examples of title, paragraphs, context_
original, context, question_original, question, and answer 
information. The title represents the title of the document 
(news or Wikipedia), and the paragraphs represent the pas-
sage of the document and the question‐answer pair. The 
context_original and question_original are raw texts of 
the paragraphs and questions, and we produce the results 
of morphological analysis, such as the context and ques-
tion, to learn and predict with S2‐Net. The answers con-
tain the raw text (text_original) of the answer and the result 
(text) of the morphological analysis and consist of the start 

position (answer_start) and end position (answer_end) of 
the answer text in the paragraph.

6 |  EXPERIMENTAL RESULT

The proposed S2‐Net was implemented in PyTorch, and the 
experiments was performed on a computer with Intel i7‐4790 
CPU (3.60 GHz), 32‐GB RAM, TITAN X (Pascal), and 
Ubuntu 16.04 OS.

The dataset used in the experiment consisted of 55,088 
documents and 139,583 questions for the news domain, and 
7,119 documents and 17,948 questions for the Wikipedia 
domain. The training, development (dev), and test sets were 
divided as listed in Table 2.

In this study, we conducted the following experiments 
on Korean machine reading comprehension using S2‐Net. 
Training was conducted using Adam [17], and the learning 
rate was set at 0.1. The activation functions for the hidden lay-
ers and the attention layer are all tanh, and all the RNN layers 
used the SRU (CUDA‐level optimization). Dropout was fixed 
at 0.2, the number of dimensions of character embedding was 
50, the number of dimensions of word embedding was 100, 
and the number of dimensions in the hidden layer was 128. 
The CNN for character embedding used window‐size (2, 3, 
4, 5, 6) filters, and the size of the filter was set to 30. The size 
of the minibatch was set to 32, and performance evaluation 
was performed with the dev set for each epoch. We used the 
performance measurements of exact match (EM) and F1 [1].

In this study, we implemented BiDAF and BiDAF+self‐
matching (BiDAF+SM) with PyTorch and applied DrQA to 
the Korean dataset. The performance of each RNN type for 
BiDAF and BiDAF+SM is listed in Table 3, and the number 
of layer stacks is (3, 1) (hidden layer, modeling layer). At this 
time, BiDAF and BiDAF+SM do not use features.

The experimental results showed that the performance 
of BiDAF is the lowest, at 68.82% F1, and the performance 
is improved in the order of LSTM and SRU. The SRU was 
69.52% F1 (56.46% EM) and exhibited the best performance 
among the RNN types. In the case of BiDAF+SM, the perfor-
mance was improved in the order of GRU, SRU, and LSTM. 
When we used LSTM, the BiDAF+SM showed 68.74% F1, 
which shows good performance among the RNN types. The 
BiDAF+SM model exhibited a performance of 54.73% EM 
using LSTM (RNN type).

Table 4 lists the performance of RNN types for DrQA 
[4,14], BiDAF, and BiDAF+SM. In all three models, the 
features (fexact_match(p), ftf(p), faligned(p)) used in DrQA, were 
added. DrQA did not use character embedding on CNN, and 
the hidden layer and modeling layer stacks are presented in 
Table 4.

The experimental results showed that the performance of 
DrQA improved in the order of GRU, LSTM, and SRU, and 

F I G U R E  3  Korean machine reading comprehension dataset 
structure
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when we used the SRU, the DrQA model showed 77.04% F1, 
which is the best performance among the RNN types. BiDAF 
and BiDAF+SM showed the same pattern as the experimen-
tal results in Table 3. The BiDAF model, which was added to 
features of DrQA, had 78.89% F1, which is an improvement 

of 9.37% over the result of BiDAF in Table 3. Second, the 
performance of BiDAF+SM was 78.38% F1. In the case of 
EM performance, the BiDAF+SM model was 66.31% better 
than the others.

Table 5 lists the optimized results of the stacking layer for 
the DrQA, BiDAF, and BiDAF+SM presented in Table 4. 
The RNN type used was SRU. We performed optimization 
using the features of DrQA (DrQA: fexact_match(p), ftf(p), 
faligned(p)) and the features of our model (Ours: fexact_match(p), 
ftf(p),  faligned(p),  fexact_match(q), ftf(q), faligned(p), character 
CNN).

The experimental results showed that the optimal per-
formance of the DrQA model, which was better than other 

T A B L E  1  Example of Korean machine reading comprehension dataset

Title

장마철에도 빳빳하게… 물 만난 의류건조기  
 Stiff in the rainy season … well‐sold clothes dryers

Paragraphs

Context_original 2004년 건조기 시장에 가장 먼저 뛰어든 LG전자를 비롯해 올해 초 삼성전자와 중견 
기업까지 건조기 판매에 나서면서 국내 건조기 생산량은 급격히 늘고 있다. 건조기
의 대당 판매가격을 고려했을 때 1~2년 내에 연간 시장 규모는 1조 원을 넘을 것으로 
예상된다. 국내 건조기 시장은 LG전자가 주도하고 있다. 가격비교사이트 다나와리
서치에 따르면 올 1월부터 6월까지 판매된 의류 건조기 중 LG전자는 점유율 77.4%
로 1위를 차지했다. 가스식‐전기식을 모두 판매하는 LG전자는 올해 초부터 전기식 
건조기 사업에 주력하고 있다. 회사는 올해 용량과 사용 편의성을 업그레이드한 트
롬 전기식 건조기 신제품 2종을 출시했다. 올해 제품에는 냉매를 순환시켜 발생한 
열을 활용하는 ‘인버터 히트펌프’ 기술을 적용했다. 
 LG Electronics, which was the first to enter the dryer market in 2004, started to sell dryers 
to Samsung Electronics and mid‐sized companies earlier this year. Considering the selling 
price of dryers, the annual market size is expected to exceed KRW 1 trillion within 
1‐2 years. The domestic dryer market is dominated by LG Electronics. According to 
Danawa Research, LG Electronics ranked first, with a market share of 77.4%, among 
clothes dryers sold from January to June this year. LG Electronics, which sells both gas 
and electric products, has focused on the electric dryer business from the beginning of this 
year. The company has released two new TROMM electric dryers that have upgraded 
capacity and usability this year. This year's products use inverter heat‐pump technology 
that utilizes the heat generated by circulating the refrigerant.

Context [[[‘2004/sn’, ‘년/nnb’], [‘건조기/nng’], [‘시장/nng’, ‘에/jkb’], [‘가장/mag’], [‘먼저/
mag’], [‘뛰어들/vv’, ‘ㄴ/etm’], [‘LG/sl’, ‘전자/nng’, ‘를/jko’], [‘비롯하/vv’, ‘어/ec’], [‘
올해/nng’], [‘초/nnb’], [‘삼성전자/nng’, ‘와/jc’], [‘중견/nng’], [‘기업/nng’, ‘까지/jx’], 
[‘건조기/nng’], [‘판매/nng’, ‘에/jkb’], [‘나서/vv’, ‘면서/ec’], [‘국내/nng’], [‘건조기/
nng’], [‘생산량/nng’, ‘은/jx’], [‘급격히/mag’], [‘늘/vv’, ‘고/ec’], [‘있/vx’, ‘다/ef’, ‘./
sf’]],…]]

Question_original 한국 건조기 시장 점유율 1위 어딘지 알려줘  
 Who is in the first place in the Korean dryer market?

Question [[[‘한국/nng’], [‘건조기/nng’], [‘시장/nng’], [‘점유율/nng’], [‘1/sn’, ‘위/nnb’], [‘어디/
np’, ‘이/vcp’, ‘ㄴ지/ec’], [‘알려주/vv’, ‘어/ec’]]]

Answers text_original LG전자  
 LG Electronics

text [[[‘LG/sl’, ‘전자/nng’]]] 
[[[‘LG/sl’, ‘Jeonja/nng’]]]

answer_start 95

answer_end 97

T A B L E  2  Count of dataset

 Training set Dev set Test set

Number of paragraphs 55,986 6,221 6,220

Number of questions 141,424 8,054 8,054
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models, was 67.38% EM and 89.90% F1 when we used the 
features proposed in this paper, and the stack layer was [5, 1]. 
BiDAF exhibited the best performance of 66.00% EM and 
78.89% F1 when using the stack layer [3, 1] and the features 
of DrQA, and BiDAF+SM also showed 64.53% EM and 
77.81% F1 when using the method of BiDAF.

Table 6 presents the performance of the proposed S2‐Net 
by RNN type. The stack layer was [3, 1] and we used all the 
features proposed in this paper.

S2‐Net exhibited better performance than the other RNN 
types with 68.33% EM and 80.87% F1 when the RNN type 
was SRN. The processing speed was 177 document/s, which 
is approximately 3.4 and 2.5 times faster than LSTM and 
GRU, respectively.

Table 7 lists the optimal performance of S2‐Net 
proposed in this paper, namely, DrQA, BiDAF, and 
BiDAF+SM. DrQA is defined as the baseline of the exper-
iment. The number of layer stacks was [3, 1], and we used 
SRU as the RNN type and the features of DrQA for the 
baseline. We adopted the layer stack number, RNN type, 
and features with the best performance from Tables 4‒6 
for each model, and all other hyper‐parameters were ap-
plied in the same way.

The experimental results showed 68.52% EM and 
81.15% F1, which is 4.11%, 2.26%, 2.77%, and 1.25% higher 
than the F1 of baseline DrQA, BiDAF, BiDAF+SM, and 
DrQA+BiSRU, respectively, when we used a five‐stack 
hidden layer and two‐stack modeling layer, applying SRU 

Model Layer stack
Modeling 
layer stack RNN type EM F1

BiDAF 3 1 GRU 55.60 68.82

LSTM 56.61 69.15

SRU 56.46 69.52

BiDAF +SM 3 1 GRU 53.33 66.43

LSTM 54.73 68.63

SRU 54.47 68.74

T A B L E  3  Performance for each RNN 
type of BiDAF and BiDAF+SM (dev, %)

Model Layer stack
Modeling 
layer stack RNN type EM F1

DrQA 3 1 GRU 62.58 75.64

LSTM 63.58 76.00

SRU 64.22 77.04

BiDAF 3 1 GRU 64.87 77.45

LSTM 65.69 77.64

SRU 66.00 78.89

BiDAF +SM 3 1 GRU 65.42 77.72

LSTM 66.31 78.38

SRU 64.53 77.81

T A B L E  4  Performance for each RNN 
type of DrQA, BiDAF, and BiDAF+SM 
(using features of DrQA, dev, %)

Model Layer stack
Modeling 
layer stack Features EM F1

DrQA 3 1 DrQA 64.22 77.04

5 2 DrQA 64.99 77.98

Ours 67.38 79.90

BiDAF 3 1 DrQA 66.00 78.89

5 2 DrQA 65.94 78.78

Ours 65.94 78.54

BiDAF +SM 3 1 DrQA 64.53 77.81

5 2 DrQA 57.76 71.72

Ours 63.71 76.68

T A B L E  5  Optimization of layer stack 
and features for DrQA, BiDAF, and 
BiDAF+SM (dev, %)
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and features, as is proposed in this paper. Thus, our model 
processed 168 sentences/s. At this time, when the ensemble 
method was applied to S2‐Net, we achieved a performance of 
70.16% EM and 81.87% F1.

Table 8 presents the performance of the applied S2‐Net 
model ([5, 2], SRU) proposed in this paper compared to the 
best performance of the test set in Table 7.

The experimental results show that the proposed S2‐Net 
model has the performance of (single) 68.82% EM and 81.25% 
F1, and (ensemble) 70.81% EM and 82.48% F1 in the test set.

As listed in Table 9, all the features contribute to the per-
formance of our final system S2‐Net.

Table 9 shows that without the aligned sentence‐embedding 
feature for the question as faligned(p) (both word embedding and 
character embedding, aligned sentence feature for the passage, 
and a few manual features), our system still showed 81.13% F1. 
When we performed our model without exact matching and term 
frequency for question (fexact_match(q) + ftf(q)), our system showed 
81.04% F1. When the additional gate used in the self‐matching 
layer was removed, the performance was reduced by 0.28%, to 
80.87% F1. Without the exact match and term frequency for 
passage (fexact_match(p) + ftf(p)), we had 78.74% F1, which is a 
decrease of approximately 2.41%. In the case of removing the 
aligned sentence‐embedding feature for the passage faligned(q), 

the performance of our system was reduced by 2.69% more 
than it was by removing fexact_match(p) + ftf(p). We showed that 
the 77.47% F1 was reduced by 3.68% compared to our model 
used for all features when we did not use character embedding 
on CNN. When we removed all the features, the performance 
dropped drastically.

We evaluated the performance of the S2‐Net proposed 
in this paper on the SQuAD dataset for single. We com-
pared our model with the other competitive models on the 
SQuAD leaderboard in Table 10. The hyper‐parameters of 
Table 10 for SQuAD dataset are the same as those applied 
to the Korean experiments except for the number of hidden 
layer dimensions, 150. Furthermore, the word‐embedding 
dimension was set to 300 using GloVe word embedding [21]. 
We added the POS and named‐entity recognition (NER) tag 
feature.

In the SQuAD dataset for development, S2‐Net (our 
model) exhibited a best performance with 80.8% F1, and the 
second‐best performance with 71.6% EM. Our model in the 
SQuAD dataset for ensemble showed performance of 81.5% 
F1 and 73.3% EM. Moreover, we performed performance 
measurements by combining S2‐Net and ELMo [22], which 
had performance of 83.1% F1 (74.6% EM) and 2.3% more 
improvement than the S2‐Net model. ELMo is a function of 

Model
Layer stack [hidden, 
modeling] RNN type EM F1 document/s

S2‐Net [3, 1] GRU 65.74 78.01 70

LSTM 63.29 75.73 51

SRU 68.33 80.87 177

T A B L E  6  Performance for each RNN 
type of S2‐Net (dev, %)

T A B L E  7  Performance of Korean machine reading comprehension (dev, %)

Model Layer stack
Modeling 
layer stack RNN type Features

Single Ensemble

EM F1 EM F1

DrQA (baseline) 3 1 SRU DrQA (no 
character)

64.22 77.04 ‐ ‐

BiDAF 3 1 SRU DrQA 66.00 78.89 ‐ ‐

BiDAF+SM 3 1 LSTM DrQA 66.31 78.38 ‐ ‐

S2‐Net 3 1 SRU Ours 68.33 80.87 ‐ ‐

DrQA+BiSRU 5 2 SRU Ours 67.38 79.90 ‐ ‐

S2‐Net 5 2 SRU Ours 68.95 81.15 70.16 81.87

Model
Layer stack [hidden, 
modeling] RNN type EM F1

S2‐Net (single) [5, 2] SRU 68.82 81.25

S2‐Net (ensemble) 70.81 82.48

T A B L E  8  Performance for S2‐Net 
(test, %)
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the internal states of a deep bidirectional language model 
(biLM) that is pretrained on a large text corpus.

Finally, we show the training time of S2‐Net and other 
models in Table 11. BiDAF and R‐Net are our implemen-
tations, and all models were tested on PyTorch. An RNN‐
type S2‐Net was SRU, the others were GRU, and all other 
hyper‐parameters for all models were the same. As a result, 
DrQA was the fastest training model in both the SQuAD 
and MindsMRC datasets, and S2‐Net was the second fastest 
model. S2‐Net showed a slow training speed of 151 s with 
DrQA in the SQuAD dataset, but a faster learning speed 
than BiDAF or R‐Net by over 678 s. In the MindsMRC 
dataset, S2‐Net showed a training speed that was 37 s 
slower than that of DrQA, but faster than BiDAF or R‐Net 
by 1,047 s. Our model showed a better F1 score than R‐Net 
and a training speed approximately 2.3–3.1 times faster.

7 |  CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed a Korean machine reading 
comprehension model using an SRU‐based self‐matching 

network (S2‐Net), described the Korean machine reading 
comprehension dataset and the method of constructing the 
dataset, and performed an experiment comparing S2‐Net, 
DrQA, DrQA+BiSRU, BiDAF, and BiDAF+SM.

The experimental results showed that S2‐Net exhib-
ited the best performance with the Korean machine read-
ing comprehension dataset, with (single) 68.95% EM and 
81.15% F1, and (ensemble) 70.16% EM and 81.87% F1 
when the five‐layer stack for the hidden layer and the 
two‐layer stack for the modeling layer and data is the dev 
set. For the same hyper‐parameters, our system achieved 
performance of (single) 68.82% EM and 81.25% F1, and 
(ensemble) 70.81% EM and 82.48% F1 in the test set. 
In comparison, DrQA+BiSRU (stack layer [5, 2], RNN 
type: SRU, using our features) showed 67.38% EM and 
79.90% F1, and BiDAF (stack layer [3, 1]; RNN type: 
SRU, using DrQA features) showed 66.00% EM, 78.89% 
F1. BiDAF+SM (stack layer [3, 1]; and RNN type: LSTM, 
using DrQA features) showed 66.31% EM and 78.38% 
F1 performance. In addition, our model achieved 71.6% 
EM and 80.8% F1 for the single model and 73.3% EM 
and 81.5% F1 for the ensemble model in the SQuAD dev 
dataset.

Future studies will build further training data for Korean 
machine reading comprehension and will apply models such 
as hierarchical RNNs.
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T A B L E  9  S2‐Net ablation (dev, %)

Feature F1 ∆

Our model (ensemble) 81.87 +0.72

Our model (single) 81.15 –

 faligned(p) 81.13 −0.02

 fexact_match(q)+ ftf(q) 81.04 −0.11

 Additional gate 80.87 −0.28

 fexact_match(p) + ftf(p) 78.74 −2.41

 faligned(q) 78.46 −2.69

 Character CNN 77.47 −3.68

No_features 70.98 −10.17

T A B L E  1 0  Performance of single S2‐Net model with other 
competitors on the SQuAD (dev, single, %)

Model EM F1

Match‐LSTM with Bi‐Ans‐Ptr [9] 64.1 73.9

RaSoR [18] 66.4 74.9

Multi‐perspective matching [19] 66.1 75.8

BiDAF [8] 67.7 77.3

DrQA [4] 69.5 78.8

Smarnet [20] 71.4 80.2

r‐net [6] 72.3 80.6

S2‐Net (ours) 71.6 80.8

S2‐Net (ensemble) 73.3 81.5

S2‐Net with ELMo 74.6 83.1

Human performance [1] (test) 82.3 91.2

T A B L E  1 1  Training time of S2‐Net with other models (dev, 
seconds per epoch)

 Training time

Model (SQuAD dataset)

DrQA 191

BiDAF (our implementation) 1,020

R‐Net (our implementation) 1,071

S2‐Net (our implementation) 342

Model (MindsMRC dataset)

DrQA 764

BiDAF (our implementation) 1,848

R‐Net (our implementation) 1,898

S2‐Net (our implementation) 801
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